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Introduction

Concentric tube robots, or CTRs, are tentacle-like robots composed of multiple
telescoping, concentric, precurved tubes (Fig. 1a) that are controlled by rotating
and translating each individual tube [4]. Their dexterity and small diameter
enable minimally-invasive surgery in constrained areas, such as accessing the
pituitary gland via the sinuses. Unfortunately, teleoperating such robots is highly
unintuitive, motivating a need for new user interfaces and planning algorithms.
Although existing planners [12] enable CTRs to reach specified points in
task-space, this is often insufficient. For example, cutting a window in the skull
during brain surgery (Fig. 1b) requires specifying an entire path R for the tip.
We present, to the best of our knowledge, the first planner implemented in this
domain able to compute a trajectory that closely follows such a task-space path.
Algorithms able to follow task-space paths by computing constrained C-space
paths [1,10,11,15] have two main challenges: (i) some (e.g. a vector-field planner [11]) are fast but myopic, often getting trapped in local minima and (ii) all
are oblivious to how closely the generated paths follow R. In contrast, Holladay
et al. [6,7] address both concerns by constructing a layered graph L in C-space,
and searching for a path that directly minimizes the Fréchet distance [14] from R.
Key to this algorithm’s efficiency are the graph’s ordered layers (Fig. 2a),
each consisting of multiple Inverse Kinematics (IK) solutions for a specific point
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Fig. 1: (a) CTR with coin for scale. (b) Depiction of a CTR deployed via the
sinus. The reference path R to cut with the tip is depicted in yellow. (c) An
example of a system that uses our planner in a surgical setting.
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Fig. 2: (a) Layered graph L and (b) nearest-neighbor graph Nk constructed in
C-space to follow a reference path R in task-space. If reaching ri is impossible,
all paths in L are blocked. However, the purple path can still be used in Nk .
on R. Directed edges connect all configurations within a layer and in adjacent
layers, ensuring monotonic progress along R. Unfortunately, this requires any
path to touch R at every layer, leading to failure in constrained environments
such as ours. One example is a layer mapping to a point ri ∈ R made unreachable due to collisions, causing no collision-free path to exist in the graph. The
CTR’s kinematics make it difficult for a surgeon specifying a path to perfectly
distinguish feasible locations in task space, accentuating this failure mode.
Our key insight is to generalize this algorithm by searching over a nearestneighbor graph, with less restrictive connections that allow deviation from infeasible portions of R (Fig. 2b). This makes planning in constrained anatomical
environments possible, and thus enables our key contribution—a system implemented on a CTR, presented with a set of simulated and physical experiments.
The former reveal that our planner produces higher-quality solutions more reliably than alternative algorithms, while the latter inform algorithmic next-steps
necessary to bridge the simulation and real-robot gap.
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Elaboration of Technical Approach

The layered graph L is constructed in [6] by evenly sampling waypoints along the
reference path R and computing multiple IK solutions for each.4 Following HarPeled and Raichel [5], the cross-product graph Φ = L × R is then constructed
and searched for a minimal-bottleneck path, which induces the path ξ ∈ L
minimizing the Fréchet distance with R. Fréchet distance roughly measures how
close two curves are as they are traversed from start to end, accounting for both
location and order. This forces ξ to respect the flow of R, allowing a user to
specify tasks such as tissue manipulation where the direction of motion matters.
The metric is thus a natural optimization criteria in our domain.
However, due to early failures when using this approach in human anatomy,
we abandoned the rigid structure of L. Instead, we construct a nearest-neighbor
graph Nk by randomly sampling IK solutions from R and connecting each to
its k-nearest neighbors (NN) in C-space (Fig. 2b). Two configurations q, q 0 ∈ Nk
4

By a slight abuse of notation we will treat R both as the continuous reference path
as well as the one-dimensional graph defined by the sequence of sampled waypoints.
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Fig. 3: Fréchet distances over a range of input parameters. A blank square indicates the algorithm failed to find a solution with that combination of parameters.
are connected by the directed edge (q, q 0 ) if the Forward Kinematics (FK) of q lies
before FK(q 0 ) along R. This ensures that a path in Nk monotonically follows R.
As in [6], we generate the path ξ ∈ Nk that minimizes the Fréchet distance
with R by searching the cross-product graph Φ = Nk × R.
Implementation details: We collision check edges lazily [2], using LPA* [8]
for efficient replanning. Our CTR has three tubes, each of which can be rotated and translated, inducing a 6-dimensional C-space. We use the damped
least squares (DLS) IK algorithm [13], which has previously been used with the
CTR [12]. Our task-space is R3 , sufficient for many procedures such as cutting
with heat or a laser. However, we note the algorithm can easily be used with
other task-space definitions accounting for the orientation of the robot’s tip.
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Experiments and Results

We consider three surgically-motivated reference paths in our experimental evaluation, all within a human skull base. The first begins outside the skull and enters
it via the sinuses, while the second traces a trapezoid inside the skull itself. Once
the first path deploys the CTR, the second cuts a window allowing deeper access into the skull. We also test a highly-constrained version of the second path,
with one of the corners unreachable due to collisions. This requires solutions to
deviate from the path while still following it as closely as possible. The skull is
represented as a polygonal mesh, and FCL [9] is used for collision checks.
Simulation Comparison: We evaluated our algorithm, which we term NN
Graph, in simulation with the following alternatives: (i) Vector Field which follows a field along R by using the Jacobian to integrate a path in C-space [11],
(ii) Greedy IK which adaptively samples a set of ordered IK solutions from R
and attempts to interpolate a collision-free path in C-space between them [11],
(iii) CBiRRT which enables planning on constraint manifolds [1] and (iv) Layered Graph—the approach presented by Holladay et al. [6]. It is worth noting
that planners (i) and (ii) are myopic but efficient and that all but (iv) were not
designed to minimize the Fréchet distance from a reference path.
Because the constrained trapezoidal path is the most challenging, we report
simulation results for this path only due to space limits (the other results will be
provided in our full paper). Both Vector Field and Layered Graph were unable to
find any solutions with this path, and thus have been omitted from our results.
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(a) Fréchet vs. Time

(b) Robustness to Noise

(c) Runtime Components

Fig. 4: (a) Fréchet distance as a function of the runtime for each planner.
(b) Success rates for NN Graph and Greedy IK as we inject more noise into R.
(c) A decomposition of the runtime of our NN Graph.
For each algorithm, we report the Fréchet distances of the produced trajectories from R for a wide set of parameters (Fig. 3), averaging results over ten
random seeds. We see that NN Graph produces high-quality solutions more consistently, with stable behavior as parameters are scaled. Because Greedy IK lacks
any notion of path-following, it displays none of this robustness. For example,
starting with the optimal parameters and allowing the algorithm to sample more
IK solutions causes a sharp drop in quality. Similarly, CBiRRT allows us to pin
the CTR’s tip within a tolerance of R, but rarely respects the path’s flow.
Using these trials, we correlate Fréchet distance and runtime for each planner
by averaging over ten-second windows (Fig. 4a). This confirms that Greedy IK
produces solutions quickly due to its simple nature. However, our algorithm
outperforms both planners, which display fluctuating behavior over time.
In addition to evaluating our algorithm over a range of parameters, we are
interested in how a single set of parameters generalizes across a range of reference
paths. We compare against Greedy IK using its optimal parameters, and select
a set for NN Graph that lead to similar solution quality and runtime on R.
Generalization is evaluated by adding independent Gaussian noise to the corners
defining R and recording planner success rates (each taken over 20 trials) under
increasing levels of noise (Fig. 4b). We see that as the level of noise increases,
our planner has a higher success rate than GreedyIK.
Algorithmic Behavior: A decomposition of NN Graph’s runtime on R as we
linearly scale both the number of nearest-neighbors and IK solutions sampled is
shown in Fig. 4c. FK, used in calculating the Fréchet distances of C-space paths,
is surprisingly the most expensive component. This cost arises from modeling
complex interactions between tubes, which requires solving a series of differential
equations rather than the typical matrix multiplication. Collision checking is the
second costliest component, supporting our use of lazy edge evaluation.
Physical Experiments: We evaluate our algorithm on the physical robot 5 ,
testing all three paths inside a 3D-printed model of the skull base anatomy. To
measure Fréchet distance, we use a magnetic tracking system to localize the tip
5
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Fig. 5: Simulated (top) and real (bottom) execution. R is yellow in simulation.
during execution. Because this system is noisy, we execute each trajectory ten
times and average the results. Imperfections in our kinematic model (discussed in
the next section) prevent us from scoring the highly-constrained trapezoidal path
due to collisions. The less-constrained version is executed successfully (Fig. 5),
with an average real Fréchet error of 0.00747 and a simulation error of 0.00031
meters. We also successfully execute the deployment path, with an average real
Fréchet error of 0.00744 compared to a simulated error of 0.00034 meters. These
discrepancies arise primarily from inaccuracies in our kinematic model.
Scheduled Experiments: Our final submission will also provide results
using a highly-constrained reference path intended for wound irrigation. We
will perform additional experiments that use incremental densifciation of Nk to
improve existing solutions [6]. Finally, we will evaluate the degree of infeasibility
allowed by our algorithm by progressively occluding R until the planer fails.
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Experimental Insights and Future Work

Our experiments support our use of a nearest-neighbor graph and demonstrate
the advantages of our planner over alternatives. They also reveal previously unconsidered domain-specific challenges, which we can only now begin to address.
Looking beyond our final submission, we propose solutions to each of these.
Our planner is computationally expensive relative to other domains. This is
mainly due to our robot’s expensive FK (Fig. 4c), motivating a paradigm shift
in planner design for all robots that incur high cost in this operation. To address
this, we propose constructing our graphs implicitly, which avoids unnecessarily
invoking FK to compute Fréchet distance.
While we demonstrate a successful planner, our physical experiments reveal
the kinematic model has now become the limiting factor. Although this model is
state-of-the-art [3], it fails to account for certain physical phenomenon, such as
friction between tubes. This causes the shape of the robot in simulation to only
approximate its true shape. Naturally, improving this model is a solution. We also
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propose taking its uncertainty into account during planning. This could involve
a bicriteria optimization problem of (i) minimizing Fréchet and (ii) maximizing
the distance of the robot from obstacles to prevent collisions.
Additionally, the trapezoidal path that was successfully executed on the real
CTR required manually tuning the insertion point of the robot into the skull. The
kinematics of the robot induce a trumpet-shaped workspace, leading to greater
range of motion farther from this insertion point. One of the insertion points
was too close to the reference path, placing it outside the robot’s workspace and
causing a planning failure. Likewise, the successful insertion point placed the
shaft of the robot in a less-constrained area, preventing collisions that otherwise
occurred due to modeling error. Because it proved so consequential, we propose
incorporating this selection of insertion point as a planning subproblem.
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